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Abstract 
One of the most important issues in contemporary database application became process-

ing of the large amount of data. Second problem is different characteristic of the data that are 

processed by the system. Those data are perceived as large continuous streams of elements 

rather than finite sets of elements.  

This thesis presents new class of database systems that handles data stream processing, 

issues and benefits form using these systems in the context of telecommunication systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

Streszczenie 
Jednym z najistotniejszych problemów dzisiejszych aplikacji bazodanowych staje się prze-

twarzanie olbrzymiej ilości danych. Kolejnym problemem staje się nowa charakterystyka da-

nych, które są przetwarzane przez systemy. Dane te są postrzegane raczej jako duŜe i ciągłe 

strumienie danych niŜ zbiory elementów.  

Praca ta prezentuje nową klasę systemów bazodanowych, które są zdolne do przetwarza-

nia strumieni danych, problemy oraz korzyści płynące z wykorzystania tego typu baz w kon-

tekście systemów telekomunikacyjnych.  
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1. Introduction 

There are many kinds of database application that processes large amount of data, i.e. 
telecommunication network monitoring or device monitoring application. Their important 
characteristic is continuous inflow of data. That causes that data are perceived as streams 
rather than finite sets. Traditional database management systems do not offer efficient meth-
ods to process the streams of data. This is the reason to conduct researches concern with 
stream databases. The goal of these researches is to project and develop efficient methods of 
stream processing. This thesis presents the stream model and test implementation considering 
pros and cons of this idea. The point of reference for assessing the stream model is traditional 
relational model and its implementation. The comparison of two implementations relational-
based and stream-based is the basis to estimate performance and development effort. This 
thesis attempts at answering to the following research questions: 

1. Is it possible to reduce development effort by applying DSMS in specific 
scenarios? 

2. Can the performance of DSMS be higher than DBMS in specific scenario? 

Scope of the work: 
1. Presentation of the theoretical model that stream databases are based on. 
2. Presentation of the main issues in continuous stream processing.  
3. Presentation of the test implementation of DSMS (STREAM and TelegraphCQ) 
4. Comparison two models. One based on traditional DBMS, second based on 

DSMS in aspect of the complexity both models. 
5. Considering possibility of usage the DSMS in telecommunication system based 

on experiment’s results. 

The next chapter presents the theoretical background of the work. It describes the 
mathematical base and results of researches that were conducted in different institution over 
the world especially on Universities in Stanford and Berkley. It presents moreover theoretical 
estimations of the CPU and memory requirements.  

Chapter three is a description of the research methodology and the method that has 
been chosen. In that part also the description of the implementation that has been used in the 
experiment will be provided. 

The fourth chapter is a discussion of the experiment’s results as well as presentation of 
the related work to provide comparison of the results. It is attempt at answering the research 
questions that have been set in the beginning. The fifth chapter includes the conclusion. It is 
the summary of the thesis and presentation of possible further work. 

In the Appendix A there are described requirements for the system that should be 
built. Appendix B is an extensive summary of the thesis in polish.  
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2. Data Stream and Data Stream Management System 

Data stream represents continuously incoming data that are varying with time. The 
source of the data can be an external system i.e. measurement system that sends information 
regularly or not. With every tuple the time stamp is related. The time stamp describes the time 
of element's arrival. It also orders elements. Every element can be taken from the stream only 
one time and there is no possibility of changing the stream elements or sequence that elements 
appear. Usually the stream element is modeled as tuple like in relational model however ob-
ject-oriented style can be used to model elements as objects.  

The stream model is an extension of the relational database model. According to [18] 
a stream is a set of elements. The element is the tuple related with time-stamp that is the point 
on the time axis. There could be more than one element with identical time-stamp. Difference 
between relation and stream is that it is impossible to change the stream, only adding elements 
is allowed.  

Data Stream Management System (DSMS) is an extension of Data Base Management 
System that handles stream processing. The architecture of the DSMS has been radically 
changed to achieve new requirements. New issues and solutions in DSMS will be described in 
following part of the paper.  

2.1. Mathematical model 

The traditional databases bases on relational mathematical model where relation is de-
fine as finite set of elements (tuples). DSMS requires changes in the model. The stream is 
defined as infinite multiset (bag) of elements and relation in that model is time-varying bag of 
tuples.  

 

(1) A stream S is an unbounded bag (multiset) of pairs <s,τ>, where s is a tuple and τ ∈ Γ 

is the timestamp that denotes the logical arrival time of tuple s on stream [1] 

 

(2) A relation R is a time-varying bag of tuples. The bag of tuples at time τ ∈  Γ is denoted 

R(τ), and we call R(τ) an instantaneous relation. Note that our definition of a relation 

differs from the traditional one which has no built-in notion of time [1]. 
 
The model enables us to transform relation into stream or stream into relation. Based 

on these criteria we can divide operators into three groups as is shown on Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 Operators according to [1] 

 

− relation-to-relation operator – takes one or more relations and produces as output a relation 

− relation-to-stream operator – takes one or more relation and produces as output a stream 

− stream-to-relation operator – takes one or more stream and produces as output a relation 
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The stream-to-stream operator is the composition of operators described above. Spe-
cific query that is used in stream databases is a tree of operators belonging to the classes de-
scribed above.  

Babcock et al. in the work [2] present four differences between conventional stored re-
lation model and stream model: 

− the data elements arrives online, 

− the system has no control over the order in which data elements arrives, 

− data streams are potentially unbounded size, 

− the data element cannot be easily retrieved easily unless it is explicit stored in memory, 
the processed element is discarded or archived. 

These differences cause problems that have not been present in the traditional database sys-
tems.  

2.2. DSMS Architecture 

This thesis in the following part will base on the TelegraphCQ architecture that is de-
scribed in [15]. The TelegraphCQ is the DSMS that basis on the PostgreSQL DBMS (version 
7.3). In this part we will present differences between DSMS and DBMS architecture based on 
TelegraphCQ and PostgreSQL. 

PostgreSQL Architecture 

The traditional database system that is well-tested seems to be proper basis to built 
new system that is extension of traditional approach. That was the idea of the Berkley Data-
base Team. We will present architecture of traditional database to better understand new ap-
proach. Figure 2 depicts the PostgreSQL server architecture. We have marked these compo-
nents that do not need major changes to handle stream processing.  

PostgreSQL uses model that is called process-per-connection. Data are shared by dif-
ferent processes and located in shared memory. Postmaster is responsible for forking server 
process while new client connection arrives. Listener accepts the requests on a connection and 
returns results to the client. New query should be parsed by the Parser and optimized. Opti-
mized query is compiled into Access Plan that is processed by the Executor. Executor uses 
Access Methods to produce response for client’s query. Buffer Pool is sometimes called 
shared cache and is responsible for caching the data. Buffer Manager handles disk access. 
Components that are shown grey in Figure 2 will be changed minimally in the TelegraphCQ 
architecture. Other requires major changes because of different approach because presented 
architecture has not been design for stream processing handling.  
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Figure 2 PostgreSQL Architecture [15] 

In the following part we describe differences between PosgreSQL and TelegraphCQ 
architecture. 

TelegraphCQ Architecture 

Different character of the data requires new solution. In this part we will present this 
new approach and differences between TelegraphCQ and PostgreSQL architecture. Figure 3 
depicts the TelegraphCQ architecture overview.  

The process-per-connection model that is implemented in PostgreSQL has been 
changed in the TelegraphCQ architecture. There are two processes that communicates through 
the shared memory – TelegraphCQ Back End Process (BE) that is responsible for processing 
long-running continuous queries, and TelegraphCQ Front End Process (FE) that implements 
process-per-connection model and processes non-continuous queries and also fields queries 
from and returns results to the client. TelegraphCQ Wrapper Clearing House is responsible 
for hosting the data ingress operators that makes arriving tuples available to processing and 
archiving if requires. This mechanism will be described in following part of the thesis.  
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Figure 3 TelegraphCQ Architecture [15] 

In PostgreSQL the Postmaster process listens on well known port and forks the server 
process. Similar method is implemented in TelegraphCQ, but only FE process is forked for 
each connection. The Listener accepts the connection and decides where received command 
should be executed. Non-continuous queries (query over tables and DDL commands) are 
processed by the FE. Other requests are “pre-planed” and send to Query Plan Queue (shared 
memory) and next to BE process. BE process dequeues fresh queries and dynamically folds 
into the current running queries. The results are enqueued in specific client-specific Query 

Result Queue. The Mini-Executor (part of the FE process) runs FE-minimal query plan to 
continually dequeue results from its Query Results Queue and send back to the client. The 
query plan has been produced by the FE process based on client’s request. Very important 
feature of the TelegraphCQ is that SELECT statement is automatically converted into named 
cursor. It enables to iterate over to continually fetch results [15]. 

Wrappers 

Handling stream processing requires methods to acquire data from external sources 
that have to be streamed into our system. The wrapper is mechanism that allows massage data 
into the system. In TelegraphCQ implementation, there is one to one correspondence between 
a wrapper and a stream, and there is single process to manage data acquisition that is called 
TelegraphCQ Wrapper Clearing House (WCH). The WCH process is responsible for accept-
ing connections from external sources, loading the appropriate user define wrapper functions, 
calling wrapper functions when data is available, processing results according to the stream 
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type, cleaning up when interaction with TelegraphCQ ends. In current release WCH process 
listens on well-known port waiting for the connection. The main responsibility of the WCH 
process is to make new tuples available to the other parts of the system. Fresh tuple is placed 
in buffer. When achieve stream is processed buffer is flushed to disk, and data could be avail-
able for future processing. Unachieved streams can be handled in common way but difference 
is that the buffer is not stored [15]. The technical details will be described in subsequent part 
of the thesis when prototype implementation will be described. 

2.3. Query in DSMS 

The continuous query Q is a tree of operators. The inputs of Q are relations and 
streams that are input to operators that are leafs of the tree [1]. The output of Q is output of 
the root operator. Type of the output depends on type of the root operator. CQ is realized for 
specific range of time. New results are generated while new elements arrive into the stream. 
There is no possibility to generate finite set of results of the query over the infinite stream. 
That causes a need of approximation of results. A method to achieve finite result is to limit 
the stream to finite set of elements called window. 

The continuous query (CQ) is registered in the system and output is continuously gen-
erated. The form of the query depends on the implementation. Most often the language devel-
oped for CQ is an extension of the Structured Query Language (SQL). Different implementa-
tion offers different languages that express in different way continuous character of the query 
and range of the stream that the query is executed over. Moreover the query could refer to 
archive data that are stored on the disk.  

The TelegraphCQ enables user to create stream that is archived. In other words we can 
explicit store the data that arrives in the stream to use it in the future. This problem will be 
described in following part of the paper.  

Continuous Query Languages 

There are many standards defining query languages in traditional databases. The most 
popular standard is Structured Query Language (SQL) that is implemented probably in major-
ity of the database systems that are available on the market nowadays. The SQL became the 
basis to create various continuous query languages i.e. CQL (Continuous Query Language) 
implemented in STREAM [1], or SQL-like language implemented in TelegraphCQ [7, 15]. 

Window over the stream 

The window is a constraint that defines a part of the stream that should be computed.  
This constraint can be expressed in different way, depending on the implemented language. 
According to [1, 7] we can divide windows into two basic categories: 

1. landmark – the older end of the window id fixed and the newer one moves forward 
while new tuples arrives to the stream 

2. sliding – both ends of the window move forward with the arrival of new tuples in the 
stream 

In TelegraphCQ implementation the window mechanism has been done more generic. 
This mechanism allows user to define sequence of windows over which query is processed. 
The window is controlled by variable that moves over the timeline (iterator). Both ends and 
the stopping condition can be defined using the iterator. The syntax of the for-loop is as fol-
low: 
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for(t = initial_value; continue_condition(t); change(t)){ 

 WindowIs(StreamA, left_end(t), right_end(t)); 

 WindowIs(StreamB, left_end(t), right_end(t)); 

 …  

} 

Now it is possible to define more than two describe earlier windows types. In our ex-
amples we consider an abstract company XYZ and its exchange quotation. The first and the 
most simple is snapshot query that is executed exactly one time over the window. In example 
we would sum of lengths of calls from number 555-555-555 on the first thirty one days (one 
month) of activity1.  

Select SUM(message) 

From messageStream 

Where sender_tel_no = ‘555-555-555’ 

For( ;t == 0; t=-1){ 

WindowIs(messageStream, 1, 31); 

} 

Landmark query is the second possibility of defining query that uses window over the 
stream. As it has been described above the landmark window has fixed beginning point and 
moving end point. Example: Select sum of lengths of calls from number 555-555-555 which 

are longer than 30. Keep the query standing in the system for ninety days. 

Select SUM(message) 

From messageStream 

Where sender_tel_no = ‘555-555-555’  

and time>30 

For(t=31 ;t <= 90; t++){ 

WindowIs(messageStream, 31, t); 

} 

The query using the window where both, beginning and end point, are moving is 
called sliding query. Example: On every month (31 days) calculate average lengths of calls 

from number 555-555-555 for the last month. ST is the starting time of the query. 

Select AVG(message) 

From messageStream 

Where sender_tel_no = ‘555-555-555’  

For(t=ST ;t < ST+365; t+=31){ 

WindowIs(messageStream, 31, t); 

} 

The last example presents possibility of joining streams using for-loop construction. 
The tuples from streams are joined based on the timestamp. Actually we have two windows – 
one over each stream.  

                                                 
1 All examples are based on schema S(sender_tel_no, receiver_tel_no, time). Stream messageStream is a set of 

tuples <s,t> where s∈S and t is a timestamp  
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Select s1.* 

From messageStream as s1, 

messageStream as s2 

Where s1.sender_tel_no = ‘555-555-555’ and 

S1.timestamp=s2.timestamp 

For(t=ST ;t < ST+365; t+=31){ 

WindowIs(s1, 31, t); 

WindowIs(s2, 31, t); 

} 

 Using this mechanism we are able to refer to archive data form the stream. That pos-
sibility brings new issues like performance, disk space etc... Those problems will be described 
in the following part.  

Historical data in DSMS 

In this part we will describe access methods to the historical data that are implemented 
in the TelegraphCQ. In the telecommunication system not only fresh data are important, also 
historical data are processed and analyzed. The TelegraphCQ offers the mechanism to archive 
streams. It allows us to explicitly save the data from the stream in the data storage to use it in 
the future. The proper example where this mechanism could be needed is billing system. The 
benefit and disadvantages of using DSMS in the telecommunication system will be described 
in the practical part of the work (chapter 3.3).  

Chandrasekaran and Franklin in [8] divide queries in DSMS into three groups. The 
first group consists of queries that are similar to traditional queries and works over archive 
data. Traditional database systems are concerned on this group. The second group consists of 
queries over live data. This queries do not uses any historical data. The last group of queries 
contains hybrid queries over historical and live data.  

2.4. DSMS limitation and approximation 

There are many problems, in data stream management systems, with unpredictable 
peaks of data streams during which the load may be exceed available resources. If there are 
registered many complex queries in the system, the situation becomes more complicated. 
There are two ways in which DSMS may be resource-limited: 

(3) CPU-limited is the situation when the data arrival may be so high that there is 
insufficient CPU time to process each stream element. The approximation in 
this case is done by dropping elements before they are processed [1]. 

(4) Memory-limited is the situation when the total state required for all registered 
queries may exceed available memory. The approximation in this case may be 
done by selectively retaining some state, discarding the rest [1]. 

Babcock et al. make an effort to classified approximation algorithms. In the paper [2] 
two operations are introduced: update(tuple), which is called to update the data structure 
when new tuple arrives, and computeAnswer(), which is called to create new or update exist-
ing answer of the system. Based on this model the following classes of computing are intro-
duced [2, 16]: 

(5) Batch processing – the update(tuple) operation is fast and computeAnswer() 
operation is slow. In this case elements are buffered and the answer is com-
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puted periodically. The approximation in this case may be considered in the 
sense that it is not timely. In other words the answer represents the state in the 
recent past rather than the state at the present moment. 

(6) Sampling – in this case the update(tuple) operation is slow but the computeAn-

swer() operation is fast. The problem in this situation is that data arrives faster 
than it can be processed. The solution in this situation is processing the query 
over samples of the data stream rather than entire stream. The weakness of this 
resolution is that the approximated answer may be not reliable answer.  

(7) Synopsis Data Structured – the situation when both update(tuple) and com-

puteAnswer() operations are fast. For this class of data streams one can design 
an approximate data structure that maintains synopsis or sketch of the data 
rather than an exact representation. That is the way to keep computation per 
data element to a minimum. Performing data reduction thought synopsis struc-
tures can be used as alternative approach to data stream computing in opposite 
to the batch processing (def. 5) and sampling (def. 6). 

Based on the definitions above (def. 3 - 7) we are going to describe the CPU and 
Memory limitation of the data stream processing. 

CPU limitation 

CPU usage can be reduced by using dropping elements from query plans. It can be 
done using sampling algorithms (def. 6). The algorithm chosen should be matched with type 
of the query. For example the accuracy of sliding-window aggregation queries for a given 
sampling rate can be derived mathematically, if we know some statistics on the distribution of 
values in the stream. In more complex queries it can be more complicated to find error metric. 
The error metric can be also application-dependent [1].  

We can consider the example of the query with sliding window: 
 

SELECT Avg(Temp) FROM SensorReading [RANGE 5 Minutes] 

 

If we have many such queries in a CPU-limited setting, the goal is to sample the input. We 
shall also minimize the maximum comparative error for all queries. In this situation we can 
try to select the sampling rates such that the relative error for every query is the same. It is 
possible to calculate the required sampling rate (Pi) based on the formula proposed by Bab-
cock in the work [3]. 
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For a given query Qi we know the mean µi and standard deviation σi of the values that are ag-
gregated. We know as well the size of the window Ni. We are able also to predict or derived 
the probability δ that our relative error exceeds the maximum sampling rate εmax. We can fix 
the value of δ at low level and manipulate equation to derive the required sampling rate Pi. 

This approach enables the system to keep up with the arrival elements. It also assures us that 
the maximum relative error will be kept on below the εmax level. 

Memory limitation 

Even using well tested scheduling algorithms or execution strategies there is a risk that 
the memory becomes a constraint, especially in the situation when on-line performance re-
quirement excludes spilling to disk. In this situation the synopses (def. 7) at one or more op-
erators are reduced. The cost of this operation is the accuracy of the answer. Usually reducing 
the synopsis reduces also the size of the synopses above it in the query plan [1]. Nevertheless 
there are exceptions. The simple example of increasing the output of the operator when win-
dow size shrinks is duplicate-elimination operator using sliding-window synopsis. When the 
size of the window shrinks the operator’s output can increase what can cause increasing size 
of further synopsis. One of the tasks of the system is to detect such situation and avoid reduc-
ing synopsis size. 

2.5. Recovery and safety problems 

In traditional databases data are persistent and stored in some kind of database storage. 
Query in those systems is transient and is not stored in the database. Stream systems reverse 
the situation. Query becomes persistent, and query is an element which is stored. Data are 
temporary and can be stored only by explicit command.  

For relational databases many algorithms have been worked out to assure safety of 
data. Also recovery mechanisms such as logs, transactions etc. have been used and are still 
improved to assure higher safety and better ability to recover data. Analogous algorithms and 
methods for stream databases have not been jet described in the literature.  

The knowledge that has been got during years of relational database development 
should be used to improve a quality of stream systems. However it should be considered if 
new definitions and theories are not required. Those new needs can be caused by different 
data model. Also in persistence there are significant changes i.e. continuous queries that are 
stored in database, what is opposite situation to relational database, where data are stored and 
query is transient.  

Moreover there can be taken advantage of ideas like recovery oriented computing of 
recursive restartability [6, 9, 12]. Ideas like that even if could not be used in the context of 
stream databases can be a source of valuable information to create new algorithms proper for 
data stream.  
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3. Methodology 

This chapter presents the methodology that has been chosen to conduct work. Also 
tools which have been used to prepare the thesis are described in this chapter. 

3.1. Research method 

In this thesis quantitative research [10] method has been used. Models’ complexity has 
been compared using method that is described in chapter 3.2. This method bases on a number 
of modeling elements, which are enclosed in diagrams.  

The scenario-based method belongs also to the group of quantitative methods. It can 
be used to assess performance of the system which is developed. The performance assessment 
is strongly based on experience because estimation for separated component can be done only 
based on experience and knowledge. Moreover the part where scenarios are chosen and de-
scribed requires experience and knowledge. Models presented in the chapter 3.3 are on very 
high level of abstraction. It seems to be not possible to assess performance on this level of 
abstraction. That is the reason why in this thesis only complexity assessment is provided. 

Chapters 1 and 2 are literature research and description of theoretical basis of experi-
ment. The goal of description provided in those chapters is to bring closer the technology 
which is presented and assessed in this thesis.  

3.2. Tools 

The complexity of those models will be assessed with usage of methods proposed by 
Kang [13]. To modeling Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 will be used. To draw dia-
grams Microsoft Visio and Magic Draw UML 11.0 has been used. 

Complexity assessment method 
To assess complexity and estimate work effort two methods will be used. The simple 

one is based on the formula: 

factorsother

ssubclassesdirectofnumberancestorsofnumber

attributesandmethodspublicnonofnumber

attributesandmethodsinheritedofnumber

attributesandmethodspublicofnumberComplexity

_

_____

_____*2,0

_____*5,0

_____*1

++

+−

+

+=

  (2) 

The formula (2) does not respect the structure of assessed model. Only number of in-
dividual elements is considered. It is simple and fast method of complexity assessment. How-
ever structure of the model has huge influence on the complexity. Especially different types 
of association between classes are important and should be considered. The simple method 
can be used to estimate the complexity of single classes. 

The structure aspect of model is considered in second method presented by Kang et all 
[13]. This method is based on graphical representation of model called Weighted Class De-
pendence Graphs (WCDG).  

(8) Weighted Class Dependence Graphs (WCDG) is a graph G(D)=(V(D), 

R(D)), where D denotes a given class diagram, V(D)={c|c is a class in D}, 

R(D)={(n1, n2, w)|n1, n2∈V(D)∧(there is relation in T from n1 to n2)∨(n1=n2)}, 
where w=∑Wi, Wi is the dependence weight of each relation (n1 to n2). T={ti|1≤ 

ti ≤10} [14]. 
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Definition (8) describes WCDG based on traditional and common graph definition. Nodes of 
WCDG are classes and edges of this graph are relations between classes. Weights are as-
signed to edges.  

Second very important tool in this method is dependence matrix. Definition (9) defines 
this tool. 

(9) Dependence Matrix (DM) is an n x n array, where n is number of classes. In 
the field (i, j) of the array the weight of relation between class ci and cj is put 
and c is a class in D.  

Based on DM and definition of entropy the complexity can be calculated. Formulas used to 
this calculation are presented below.  

To estimate a complexity of model weights of different kinds of associations have to 
be set. Based on hierarchy proposed by Kang [14] following weights have been proposed 
(Table 1). 

Relation Weight 

Dependency H1=1 

Common association H2=2 

Qualified association H3=3 

Association class H4=4 

Aggregation H5=5 

Composition H6=6 

Generalization (parent class concrete) H7=7 

Binding H8=8 

Generalization (parent class abstract) H9=9 

Realize H10=10 
Table 1 Dependency weight value of relations 

To simplify the method weights has been set as integers between 1 and 10. The bigger weight 
is the higher influence on model’s complexity. Weights can be set in a different way i.e. based 
on experience weight of aggregation can be set as a double common association weight etc.  

To estimate influence of association on class complexity for every kind of association 
rules should be defined. Those rules are collected in the Table 2. 
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Relation Rule 

Dependency When A is more complex than B then, 
W=H1*C(A) 

Common association W=H2*(2-1/n), where n is maximum des-
tination multiplicity. If multiplicity is * 

then 1/n=0 

Qualified association W= H3*(2-1/n)*C(B)+b, where b is com-
plexity of qualifier 

Association class After transformation to association be-
tween three classes,  

W1=H4*(2-1/n)*C(C)  
W2=H4*(2-1/n)*C(B) 

Aggregation W1=H5*(2-1/n)*C(B)  
W2=H5*(2-1/m)*C(A), where m denotes 
number of aggregates that the object is 

part of. 

Composition W1=H6*(2-1/n)*C(B)  
W2=H6*C(A) 

Generalization (parent class concrete) W2=H7*C(A) 

Binding W2=H8*C(A) 

Generalization (parent class abstract) W2=H9*C(A) 

Realize W2=H10*C(A) 
Table 2 Relation weight estimation rules based on [13] 

Based on information which is included in the Table 1 and Table 2, and estimated complexity 
of each single class, the Dependence Matrix (DM) can be produced.  

DM is built according to definition (9) and is a basis for a diagram’s complexity calcu-
lation. To calculate a complexity of diagram entropy distance definition will be used.  

Entropy distance definition is the basic tool to calculate the complexity of the model 
in described approach. Entropy can be understood as uncertainty that some event occurs. In 
case of the model the event is interpreted as relationship between classes. In described model 
event is strongly connected with weight what gives possibility to show more complex ele-
ments of the model. The main calculations that have to be done are described below.  

X and Y are two discrete stochastic variables: 

Ax = {xi|1≤i≤m},           (3) 
Ay = {yj|1≤j≤n}. 

For those variables some definitions can be provided. Based on following definitions 
and calculations complexity of the model can be estimated. The basic concept of complexity 
calculation in this approach is based on entropy of joint distribution of two variables. The 
entropy of X is defined as: 

∑
∈

−=
xi Ax

ii xPxPXH )(log)()(           (4) 
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The entropy of joint distribution is defined as: 

∑
∈∧∈

−=
yjxi AyAx

jiji yxPyxPYXH ),(log),(),(         (5) 

The second concept that is a basis for further consideration is the definition of entropy of X 
when Y happened defined as: 

∑
∈∧∈

=
yjxi AyAx ji

ji
yxP

yxPYXH
)|(

1
log),()|(        (6) 

Base on (4) and (5) the mutual-information of X and Y can be calculated as: 

I(X, Y) = H(X) – H(X|Y) = H(Y) – H(Y|X)        (7) 

And finally the entropy distance can be defined as: 

DH(X, Y) = H(X, Y) – I(X, Y)           (8) 

Let D be a given class diagram; G(D) is the WCDG corresponding to D; N(D) is the 
set of all nodes in the WCDG; W(ni, nj) denotes the total weight of edges from ni to nj (ni, nj 
both in N(D)). To measure the complexity of D two stochastic variables X and Y will be used 
to denote the output and input edges weight of each node. It is assumed that Ax=Ay=N(D). For 

each xi∈ Ax and yj∈ Ay following relationships can be defined: 
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(10)  The complexity of diagram D is defined by the formula  

Complexity(D)=DH(X, Y), when ,φ=D  Complexity(D)=0 [14] 

3.3. Models description 

In this part two system’s models will be presented. The first one is a “traditional” 
model where the basis is relational database. Second model is based on stream database. Both 
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models are built with UML 2.0 usage. Both models are built by the same person to eliminate 
influence of differences in knowledge and experience. 

The layered style has been chosen for both models as one of the most popular. The 
overview of both systems and communication flows are presented on the Figure 4. Elements 
that will be compared in this work are surrounded by the dot-style rectangles. The implemen-
tation of DBMS, DSMS and Data Source is out of scope of the work.  

A) B)  
Figure 4 Overview of architecture and communication flows of two models. A is the model based on 

DBMS, B is the model based on DSMS 

The Application and Data Source components are the same in both models. The reason why 
Application component is the same is the idea to separate those parts of the system which are 
influenced by “data processor” (DBMS or DSMS) into separated components. This situation 
can simulate in example the situation when new part of the legacy system where the interface 
is strictly described.  

Global analysis 

The global analysis is the first step in the process proposed by Hofmeister [11]. This 
step can be common for both models because both models have to achieve the same require-
ments. In this step requirements and factors will be gathered into the factor tables. In this 
work only product factors and technological factors will be considered. Organizational factors 
have been omitted because there is not any concrete organization which realize project.  

System which is described will be working in specific network. Nodes of this network 
will be passive and active network elements. Active network element is able to produce, re-
ceive and process data. Passive element can only react to data sent by active element. It is 
very important to make sure that mechanism of transmission and processing will be flexible 
because new formats of data can be transmitted in the future. Simple example is transmission 
of pictures and movies that is possible today, but some years ago there was no possibility to 
transmit such type of data. 

There should be also possibility to use code algorithms and other techniques to assure 
security. Those three, network, data formats, and algorithms and techniques, are basic techno-
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logical factors that should be considered during projecting process. Table 3 is the factor table 
for technological factors. 

Also functional features will be described shortly in the Table 3. Detailed description 
of the functionality is presented in the Appendix B – System requirements. Nonfunctional 
requirements, sometimes called quality requirements will be described below and gathered in 
the Table 3. 

Different aspects of performance2 are one of the most important factors of the de-
signed system. The throughput as well as response time is significant. Safety and security are 
also essential factors for the system. Security can be achieved by usage codes and ciphers 
while data is transmitted. Safety, recovery and reliability of the stream systems are separated 
topics for discussion that are described widely in the Chapter 2.5. All of them are not well 
considered in the academic projects. Probably commercial projects achieve higher level of 
those factors. 

The maintainability of systems based on stream databases will be compared in the fol-
lowing part of the work with a maintainability of relational-based system. The assessment will 
be done with usage of methods described in the Chapter 3.2. This factor table does not present 
all factors which can be defined for the system. Only the most important factors have been 
chosen. It is important to notice that most of chosen factors influence database. It can be de-
duced that also maintainability and complexity of the system will be affected by listed factors. 

In the following chapters the conceptual view and module view of the system will be 
described. Both views will be done in two variants with DSMS and DBMS usage. It is done 
separately for those variants because different issues are caused by usage different technolo-
gies. In those chapters founded issues are described. 

The conceptual view is closest to the application domain, it is also least constrained by 
the software and the hardware platforms. The system in this view is presented as a net of in-
terconnected components [11]. In this work the UML 2.0 notation is used rather than the nota-
tion proposed by Hofmeister. The reason of this change is that the UML notation is supported 
by many applications. Hofmeister’s notation is not supported. Second reason is that UML 
notation is commonly known and does not require detailed explanation of semantic.  

The module view lies closer of the final product than conceptual view. Its purpose is to 
present explicit the relationships among the system. In the conceptual view the functionality 
mapping is the main purpose what in the module view is secondary. However both models 
have to be coherent. That means that the functionality presented by conceptual view has to be 
mapped into modules in the module view. Moreover the mapping could be nontrivial. To 
model modules from Hofmeister’s notation modules and interfaces from UML have been 
used. This operation enables usage of the complexity measurement method. 

Model based on stream database 

The main idea in this model is to move some part of responsibility and functionality to 
the database module. It is possible to apply this solution in this case because data stream man-
agement systems enables satisfying some requirements like dynamic definition of data for-
mats and queries.  

Main issue in this model is to effectively take advantage of stream processing mecha-
nisms. Especially connector module which is between database and application should be 
carefully projected.  

                                                 
2 All quality attributes if it is not marked different, are used following the ISO-9126 standard [13] 
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No. Factor Impact 
Changeability and 

Flexibility 

Technological factors 

1.  Network The application 
will be working in 
the separated net-
work of the mobile 
phone operator. It 
is fast connection 
that enables send-
ing huge amount of 
data. Affects whole 
system especially 
communication 
module and 
database module 

In the future the 
network can be 
modernized to en-
able faster connec-
tion. Probably 
amount of data 
sending by the 
network will in-
crease strongly in 
the future. 

2.  Data format The application 
should be able to 
process different 
types of data. 
Definition of 
formats should be 
dynamic to 
minimize devel-
opment effort and 
downtime of sys-
tem. Affects data-
base and communi-
cation module 

New data formats 
can appear in the 
future.  

3.  Algorithms and 

techniques 

Coding and cipher-
ing algorithms 
should be possible 
to use. Algorithms 
should be inde-
pendent from the 
rest of the system. 

New algorithms 
can be used in the 
system to assure 
higher security or 
performance.  

Product factors 

4.  Functional fea-

tures 

  

 Dynamic 
definition of 
queries 
 

User should be able 
to define new query 
without rebuilding 
the system and any 
development effort. 
Affects database 
module and 
communicatio 
module 

New queries will 
be defined often. It 
is hard to estimate 
how often because 
it can depend on 
operator and others 
factors. 
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No. Factor Impact 
Changeability and 

Flexibility 

 History data 
processing 

It should be 
possible to store 
and process 
effectively a 
historical data from 
selected period. 
The period should 
be defined 
dinamicaly by user. 
Affects database 
module 

The length of 
period depends on 
operator and law. It 
can change in the 
future. 

 Dynamic 
definition of 
data format 

Definition of for-
mats should be 
dynamic to mini-
mize development 
effort and down-
time of system. 
Affects database 
and communication 
modules 

New datatypes and 
formats can be 
introduced in the 
future. The system 
should be able to 
process it. 

 On-line data 
processing 

Real-time 
processing is 
expected, but some 
delays are 
acceptable. Affects 
whole system 

The on-line 
requirement is 
strongly dependent 
on service that is 
provided.  

5.  Performance Vide Functional fea-
tures/On-line processing 

 

6.  Safety Safety of data is must. 
Especially personal and 
financial data are critical. 
Affects database module 

The level of protection 
depends on data type 

7.  Security Security of system proc-
essing and data is critical. 
Especially personal and 
financial data should be 
protected. Affects com-
munication modules 

The level of protection 
depends on data type 
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No. Factor Impact 
Changeability and 

Flexibility 

8.  Maintainability − Changes and defini-
tions of queries 
should not require 
any development ef-
fort except writing a 
query in proper query 
language. 

− Changes and intro-
duction of input data 
format should not re-
quire any develop-
ment effort or effort 
should be minimized. 

− The complexity of 
whole application 
should be minimized. 

Affects whole system, 
especially database mod-
ule and its neighborhood. 

 

9.  Availability The availability of the 
system is a critical issue. 
It should be on the level 
of 99.99%. Affects whole 
system 

 

Table 3 Basic product factors 

Conceptual view 

The conceptual view presents an idea without implementation and technological de-
tails. This view is some kind of introduction into following views. It is also the first place 
where compatibility with specification should be checked.  

The Figure 5 presents the first view of the system. Main components can be found 
there. Following diagrams will concretize selected parts of the first model. The most interest-
ing is connector component which provides unified interface for application like it is done in 
relational databases and connectors which provides some common API. The application com-
ponent is a common component for relational and stream based models. This component re-
quires interface that is provided by connector component.  
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Figure 5 The firs general view of stream based model. This view specifies communication paths between 

main components of the system 

The connector component is responsible for handling the continuous query processing 
and buffering and passing data from DSMS to the application component. This connector 
differs significantly from traditional connector used as interfaces to relational databases. This 
component has to handle communication with active database. That means in practice that 
communication can be initialized by application as well as by database. That causes two re-
sults. Firstly the application has to be designed to be able to process events from the active 
database. Secondly the connector must be fit with mechanism to pass events from DSMS to 
application or generate specific events. Described functionality is encapsulated in several 
components presented on Figure 6 and Figure 7. Those figures present dependencies and 
communication paths inside connector component.  

The dispatcher component is an interface component for an application. It handles 
passing queries to query processor component and events form notifier component to an ap-
plication. It also provides mechanism of data access.  

The buffer component is actually a system of buffers that are able to store queries re-
sults. It also passes queries to DSMS from query processor component. Query processor pre-
pares query and passes it through the buffer component to DSMS. New buffer can be bind 
with processed query to prepare place for further results.  
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Figure 6 Components agregated by connector component. Associations betwen ports with the same name 

symbolise bind relation. 

 
Figure 7 Communication paths “inside” the connector component 

Module view 

The module view presents firstly relationships between parts, modules of the system. 
Those relationships are modeled by interfaces which are provided and used by modules. Inter-
faces model communication paths between modules and are points of interaction.  
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Figure 8 The module view of the system 
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The diagram (Figure 8) depicts the module view of stream based system. It is huge 
simplification, however it presents the main idea of the processing data in this system and, 
what is more important, communication paths between components of the system. For the 
complexity of whole system the most important part is connector which is presented as blue 
package on the diagram. Other components do not influence the complexity of the system, 
because they are the same as in the second (relational based) system. The Cmanager 
component from Connector is responsible for handling communication between application 
and Connector. It is also some kind of dispacher which is able to identify which data should 
be passed to CQProcessor and which should be buffered. CDataConnector is responsible for 
handling communication with database. Important assumption in this model is that the 
database is able to process continuous query as well as simple SQL query. This assumption is 
taken based on TelegraphCQ [7, 8] description which is able to process both types of queries. 
This is very important feature because lack of ability to process simple SQL query could be 
a serious issue. 

Model based on relational database 

In this model the stream processing mechanisms and continuous queries processing 
mechanisms have to be implemented. Some design decisions should be taken in this moment 
of the process, in example where continuous queries processing mechanisms will be placed. 
Those mechanisms are modeled by Continuous Layer on the Figure 4 A. This layer is dash-
styled because it can be a part of a connector or an application. It can also be a separated 
layer. The data stream processing mechanisms have been placed into the Buffer Layer.  

Conceptual view 

In the conceptual view the functionality should be encapsulated into components. The 
main issue that can be found in this model is handling steam processing. It is essential to 
achieve the requirement to provide common interface for application and data source. Figure 
9 depicts first view of the relational based system. Green color symbolizes elements that have 
been different from parallel elements from previous (stream based) system or that have been 
added to this model to handle required functionality. 

Following diagrams presents the content of green elements. Diagrams on Figure 10 
and Figure 11 depicts communicationa paths and relationships inside connector component. 
To handle continuous query processing separated component has been created. As simple 
query processor (SimpleQProcessor) the component to propcessing simpele SQL (in-time) 
queries. 
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Figure 9 The conceptual view for relational based system. The green elements differ from 

previous (stream based) model 

 

Figure 10 Communication paths inside the connector component 

As it can be seen on Figure 11 both query processor components (CQProcessor and 
SimpleQProcessor) has common parent – generalization on the diagram. This operation has 
been done to present important aspect of the queries processing and differences in 
responsibilities of both components. The firstone – SimpleQProcessor is responsible for 
passing queries to the database (in example as a text) and passing response to the application 
component. The responsibility of CQProcessor is wider. This component is responsible for 
handling continouos queries processing. It should be able to translate query from continouos 
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query language into SQL and send proper query to the database. This component should be 
able to send query periodically. That causes higher complexity of the connector in this model.  

 

Figure 11 Relationships in connector componen 

Following diagrams (Figure 12 and Figure 13) depicts analogous situation in the data 
source reader component. To handle stream processing two functional components and buffer 
component have been added. First (SRListener) component is able to listen if there is any new 
element in the data stream, it can also put it into the buffer. Second (SRWriter) is able to get 
new element from buffer and insert it into the database.  

 

 

 

Figure 12 Communication paths inside the DataSourceReader 

 
 
 

 

Figure 13 Relationships inside the DataSourceReader 
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Module view 

As it was said the module view’s goal is to present relationships between modules that 
build the system. Those relationships and modules are depicted on the diagram below. As it 
can be easily perceived this model seems to be more complex.  In the chapter 4.1 this obser-
vation will be verified by the method described in the chapter 3.2. 

Figure 14 presents the DBMS based model. There are two packages which cooperate 
with the database. It is necessary to introduce layer between database and data source to en-
able usage of data streams. This is responsibility of the DataReader component.  

Also Connector component has been changed in comparison with DSMS based model. 
It is caused by need to handle continuous queries processing what is responsibility of the 
CCQProcessor. Simple queries (one-time queries) are passed to the database by the 
CSQProcessor through the CDataConnector. Some data can be stored in CBuffer, also infor-
mation necessary to correctly return data to application can be stored in the CBuffer compo-
nent. As it has been said earlier the CCQProcessor is able to process continuous query and 
translate it into SQL query which can be periodically send to the database. This process is 
simple simulation of continuous query processing. However some aspects of stream process-
ing have been omitted in this model. The biggest one is that there are streams which can not 
be remembered (because of i.e. size, frequency etc.). It is serious defect of presented solution. 
This problem could be solved by more sophisticated and more complex solution.  

3.4. Summary  

In this chapter the methodology and used tools has been presented. Detailed descrip-
tion of complexity measurement enables transformation models into graphs and next into 
proper matrixes. Based on those transformation complexity calculation will be conducted.  

Models presented in this chapter are very simple. This simplification is conscious. It 
enables clear description and presentation of methods and technology without long and com-
plicated documentation. However it can be supposed that results of this work could be gener-
alized. 
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Figure 14 Module view of DBMS based system 
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4. Research 

 In this chapter experiment will be conducted and results will be discussed. Methods 
described in previous chapters will be used. The experiment will be based on models which 
have been built in the chapter 3.3. Because of the high level of design methods that belong to 
classes have not been specified. It cause that simple method of complexity calculation can not 
be used. In the experiment second method will be used.  

4.1. The Experiment 

The main goal of this experiment is to compare two models. The main difference be-
tween models is the technology of data processing. The first one is based on data stream man-
agement system (DSMS) which uses data stream model. The second one uses data base man-
agement system (DBMS) which is based on traditional, relational data model. 

The comparison of models requires several steps to estimate a complexity of both 
models. Based on that estimation the comparison can be done. Moreover the complexity esti-
mation can be an input to calculation of the development effort. It can be supposed that higher 
complexity of the model can cause higher cost of development and maintenance in the future. 
It seems to be good idea to assess complexity in early stages of a project to assure that sup-
posed cost and time is sufficient.  

The complexity of nodes (classes or modules) is estimated based on experience. This 
is the weakest point of the complexity estimation on early stages of project. On this stage 
measurement of complexity of each class or module is not possible because many design de-
cisions have not been taken and design is on the high level of abstraction. When project will 
be more advanced and detailed, the estimation can be more exact.  

Assessment of the model based on the stream database 

Fits step is transformation the UML model into the graph, where nodes are classes and 
relationships becomes edges. Edges in this graph are described by weights. The Figure 15 
depicts graph built for the first assessed model – DSMS based model3.  

                                                 
3 In both models only Common association is used, weight is calculated according the method’s description. 
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Figure 15 Graph for stream based model 

Graph from the Figure 15 is the start point to the estimation of the first model’s 
complexity. The second step is transformation this graph into the matrix to enable usage of 
formulas. Weights of nodes have been gathered into the Table 4. Based on that and formulas 
from the chapter 3.2 Dependence Matrix (DM) has been built (Table 5). 

Node Weight Name and description 

1 5 Application 

2 7 Cmanager 

3 6 Cbuffer 

4 3 CqueryProcessor 

5 4 CdataConnector 

6 2 DSMS 

7 1 
DataSource – because designer or developer has no influence on complexity of 
this component the complexity value is 1 

Table 4 Weights of nodes in the model 1 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 

2 7 0 7 7 0 0 0 

3 0 12 0 6 12 0 0 

4 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 

5 0 0 4 4 0 8 0 

6 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Table 5 Dependence Matrix for model 1 

Based on formula (9) and DM Table 6 has been generated. This table gathers 
probabilities of joint distribution of variables X and Y. Table 7 gathers probability of the 
variable X when Y happened. Based on those matrixes ti is possible to calculate complexity 
of the mode1 which is data stream based model. 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0 0,061728 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0,08642 0 0,08642 0,08642 0 0 0 

3 0 0,148148 0 0,074074 0,148148 0 0 

4 0 0 0,037037 0 0,037037 0 0 

5 0 0 0,049383 0,049383 0 0,098765 0 

6 0 0 0 0 0,024691 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,024691 

Table 6 The probability of the joint distribution X and Y, P(xi,yj) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0 0,294118 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 0 0,5 0,411765 0 0 0 

3 0 0,705882 0 0,352941 0,705882 0 0 

4 0 0 0,214286 0 0,176471 0 0 

5 0 0 0,285714 0,235294 0 1 0 

6 0 0 0 0 0,117647 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Table 7 The probability X when Y happened, P(xi|yj) 

The complexity of this model has been calculated based on formulas (4)-(8). The complexity 
of this model is: 

Complexity(D)=DH(X, Y) 

Complexity(D)= 2,27344 

Now the complexity of the second model, the relational based model should be calculated to 
compare both models. 

Assessment of the model based on the relational database 

The complexity estimation of the second model will be conducted in the same way as 
the first model assessment. The first step is graph building and next is matrix generation.  
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Figure 16 Graph for relational based model 

Following steps will be presented analogous to the first model’s assessment in follow-
ing tables.  

Node Weight Name and description 

1 5 Application 

2 8 Cmanager 

3 6 Cbuffer 

4 3 CCQProcessor 

5 3 CSQProcessor 

6 4 CdataConnector 

7 2 DSMS 

8 2 DSWritter 

9 2 Buffer 

10 3 DSReader 

11 1 
DataSource – because designer or developer has no influence on complexity of 
this component the complexity value is 1 

Table 8 Weights of nodes in the model 2 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 8 0 8 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0 12 0 6 12 12 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 0 4 4 4 0 8 0 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 2 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 9 Dependence Matrix for model 2 

Table 8 is analoge to the Table 4 from model 1. Those tables can be called mapping 
tables because they describe dependencies between UML model and graph. Table 9, Table 10, 
and Table 11 are results of sequence of steps in the method. Their content is a basis to 
complexity calculations.  
The complexity of this model has been calculated, analogue to the complexity of the model 1, 
based on formulas (4)-(8). The complexity of this model is: 

Complexity(D)=DH(X, Y) 

Complexity(D)=2,454393
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4.2. Discussion of the results 

In the chapter 4.1 the complexity of two models has been calculated. Those models are 
designed on very high level of abstraction. However even on this level of abstraction differ-
ences can be notice.  

Complexity of the model where relational database has been used is higher. The dif-
ference is not big and amount to 0,180953 what is 7,3%. According to the entropy definition 
the unit of the result is bit because the base of the logarithm in the formulas is 2. This result 
can be treated as a signal that usage stream databases in the context of telecommunication or 
similar systems can be profitable.  

Reducing complexity of the system can influence development effort and reduce cost 
of the system development. The cost of the system maintainability can be also lower when the 
system structure is simpler [5, 11]. 

The main issue in the high level design is a problem with modules’ or classes’ com-
plexity estimation. That is the biggest weakness of presented method. However it can be 
compensated by conducting the estimation process by experienced people. Moreover conduct-
ing the estimation by several independent people can be another way to improve the method 
results.  

In this chapter very simplified models have been considered. This simplification was 
conscious procedure to eliminate complicated calculations and provide clear and understand-
able presentation of the usage of described method. Applying this method in the detailed de-
sign or code view to estimate complexity is not a problem, and can be done. However trans-
formations and calculations can be time-consuming and costly. It is essential to have a bal-
ance to not loose profits by not necessary calculations and assessment, and yet not to do as-
sessment can cause problems as well. 

 It is obvious that there are many factors that can influence complexity and cost of a 
project. Presented method considers only one aspect – conceptual complexity. This aspect is 
strongly influenced by functional and non-functional requirements. This influence is not con-
sidered in this thesis, only result – different level of complexity is examined. In this thesis 
application component which requires precisely described interface can be treated as a legacy 
system. This assumption was one of the most important. Why this assumption was so impor-
tant? The answer is simple. It was necessary to separate common functionality in common 
modules or components. There are several questions that can be set as an introduction to fur-
ther work. How it has influenced the complexity of both models? How models can be 
changed to reduce complexity? How experience and knowledge of author have influenced 
models and through them the result? 

Answer for some of those questions can be simply given. Changes in models, espe-
cially in the relational based model, can be easily found. Those changes can break the as-
sumption that common functionality is encapsulated in separated modules. That was the rea-
son to not introduce those changes in compared models. It is harder to answer the question 
about knowledge and experience. To examine this issue several tests should be conducted, 
however this is not in the scope of the thesis. 

4.3. Related work 

In this thesis stream databases have been presented. The presentation is based on sev-
eral publication of team which conducts research in this area. The main source of information 
has been the base of publications in the internet (Stanford InfoLab – 
http://dbpubs.stanford.edu:8090/aux/index-en.html) provided by Stanford University. 
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The system STREAM which is developed on this university and its documentation 
[1, 2, 3] has been valuable source of information and ideas. 

TelegraphCQ [7, 8, 15] which is developed on Berkley introduces many interesting 
ideas which have been used in this thesis as a base to consideration, in example wrappers 
mechanism. 

These two teams and their work have been the base to data stream processing de-
scription. However there are different teams that conduct researches in this area. MonaCQ 
[16, 17] is an example of polish idea in stream databases. It is a medical system which is 
developed on Institute of Technology and Medical Apparatuses in Zabrze. Characteristic of 
this system is different approach to query definition and very narrow field of usage (bio-
medical signals processing). That is opposite to universal systems like STREAM and Tele-
graphCQ. 
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5. Conclusion and further work 

In this thesis two models have been built and assessed. Models have been designed 
on very high level of abstraction with usage of some assumptions. To design both models 
the Hofmeister’s method has been used with minor modification. The goal of the thesis – 
assessment of possibility of applying stream technology in telecommunication system has 
been achieved by comparison of complexity of those models. Method that has been used to 
compare is based on Weighted Dependency Graph. It enables transformation of UML 
model into graph and estimation of its complexity based on entropy definition. In this 
comparison stream based system is a little better.  

It can be concluded that it can be profitable to apply stream system in telecommu-
nication because lower complexity can influence the cost of development and maintenance. 
However the experiment should be conducted for real system to be sure. In this work level 
of abstraction is biggest weakness. It is hard to verify the conclusion. Moreover require-
ments for the system are not very detailed described.  

The interesting direction of further work can be quantitative analysis of communi-
cation between stream database and other components. A comparison with relational data-
base in this context can be an interesting experiment. Proposition of new mechanisms for 
improving safety and recoverability of stream databases is also interesting direction which 
has not been explored yet.  

Stream databases are steel very promising domain. There are several aspects that 
have not been studied yet. However it seems to be interesting solution for telecommunica-
tion, medicine etc. because special character of data requires special solution. Solution 
which will be able to solve most problems with data stream processing. Are stream data-
base enough in this context? It can be examine only by applying real system in real envi-
ronment. That will be verified in the future. 
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Appendix A – Specification of application 

8.1. Overview 

The application is based on a part of functionality huge system called Billing Gate-
way which is used by Ericsson AB. It is a platform that provides services for several sys-
tems working in the mobile phone network of Ericsson AB.  

 The system should be flexible in context of data formats because it will cooperate 
with different kinds of systems. It should be able to process data and send it to other sys-
tems. 

8.2. Functional specification 

In this part the functional features will be described.  

Dynamic definition of queries 

The system should enable a user to dynamic define queries. Query can produce data 
for other systems or for reports. Definition of new query or update old one should not re-
quire any development effort (except query definition in proper query language). Also re-
build of whole application or any modules is not undesirable.  

History data processing 

The system should enable user to process historical data. It should be able to store 
data in an archive and provides efficient methods to process it. User should be able to de-
fine the time period of data storage (a number of days/weeks/months/etc. that when data 
should be stored) and/or size of storage. 

Dynamic definition of data format 

The system should enable user to define format of data that are sent to the system. 
Rebuild of selected modules of the system is acceptable. However it shouldn’t cause down-
time of whole system. 

On-line data processing 

The system should be able to process queries on-line. It is preferred that the system 
will be a real-time system but maximum delay of 2 sec. is acceptable while processing on-
line data, and 10 seconds while processing historical data.  

8.3. Non-functional requirements 

In this part non-functional requirements will be described. All requirements’ names 
are used according the ISO9126 standard. 

Maintainability 

− Changes and definitions of queries should not require any development effort except 
writing a query in proper query language. 

− Changes and introduction of input data format should not require any development 
effort or effort should be minimized. 

− The complexity of whole application should be minimized. 
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Performance 

The system should work with respect of real-time constraints. Small delay is ac-
ceptable (vide 0). The critical issue is on-line data processing. Delays in this area have to 
be minimized as much as possible.  

Safety 

The system should provide mechanisms to assure safety of data especially personal 
and financial data which are critical. 

Security 

The system should provide mechanisms to assure security and prevent unauthorized 
usage of data. Security mechanisms should be flexible to enable user to define several lev-
els of security. 

Availability 

The availability of the system is a critical issue. It should be on the level of 99.99%. 
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Appendix B – Streszczenie w języku polskim – The Abstract in polish 

W dzisiejszym świecie łatwo jest znaleźć aplikacje bazodanowe, których zadaniem 
jest przetwarzanie olbrzymich ilości danych. Przykładem takich aplikacji mogą być syste-
my telekomunikacyjne, monitorujące urządzenia sieciowe czy systemy billingowe. WaŜną 
właściwością tych systemów jest ciągły napływ danych (online). Z tego powodu dane są 
postrzegane raczej jako nieskończone strumienie elementów niŜ skończone zbiory. Taka 
zmiana w postrzeganiu danych była czynnikiem powodującym wzrost zainteresowania 
nowymi pomysłami na zarządzanie strumieniami danych. Dodatkowym czynnikiem pobu-
dzającym środowiska naukowe do prac w tym kierunku jest brak efektywnych metod ob-
sługi ciągłych strumieni w tradycyjnych systemach zarządzania bazami danych.  

W pracy przybliŜone zostały pojęcia związane z bazami strumieniowymi. Przed-
stawiono teŜ mechanizmy, jakie zostały wprowadzone do systemów zarządzania strumie-
niowymi bazami danych (ang. Data Stream Management System - DSMS) oraz architektu-
rę przykładowego systemu, jakim jest TelegraphCQ. PrzybliŜono takŜe metody projekto-
wania i oceny złoŜoności modeli systemów.  

Pierwsza część pracy przedstawia teoretyczne podłoŜe do dalszych rozwaŜań, 
wprowadzając podstawowe pojęcia i definicje. W części tej przybliŜone zostały takie poję-
cia jak strumień oraz relacja. Przedstawione zostały teŜ związki pomiędzy tymi pojęciami, 
moŜliwości transformacji oraz przykładową architekturę DSMS. Przedstawione zostały 
tam takŜe najbardziej znane implementacje akademickie omawianego modelu danych.  

Część druga dostarcza opisu wykorzystanych narzędzi, zarówno tych komputero-
wych jak i matematycznych. Omówiono w niej szczegółowo metodę, jaką następnie wyko-
rzystana została do obliczenia złoŜoności modeli. TakŜe w tej części opisano same modele 
i proces ich powstania. Modele opisane w pracy ją bardzo duŜym uproszczeniem nie zaś 
propozycją dla realnego systemu. Uproszczenia te słuŜyć mają ułatwieniu prezentacji za-
stosowania metody. Osadzenie w kontekście systemów telekomunikacyjnych pozwala 
traktować opisywane modele jako zgrubny zaląŜek projektu, przedstawiony na wysokim 
poziomie abstrakcji. 

Ostatnia część pracy stanowi porównanie dwóch modeli z wykorzystaniem opisanej 
wcześniej metody.  

Strumień danych reprezentuje napływające nieustannie, zmienne w czasie informa-
cje. Źródłem tych informacji mogą być zewnętrzne urządzenia lub systemy udostępniające 
dane w regularnych bądź nieregularnych odstępach czasu. Element strumienia moŜe być 
pobrany tylko raz, nie ma moŜliwości modyfikacji elementów strumienia, system nie ma 
takŜe wpływu na kolejność napływających danych. Elementami strumienia mogą być krot-
ki modelowane jak w relacyjnym modelu, mogą to takŜe być obiekty. 

Znacznik czasowy nie jest częścią schematu strumienia, nie jest to teŜ rodzaj klu-
cza. Strumień danych moŜe zawierać wiele elementów o tym samym znaczniku czaso-
wym. Znacznik czasowy opisuje jedynie logiczny czas przybycia elementu do strumienia. 
Dla uproszczenia jest często opisywany za pomocą kolejnych liczb naturalnych. 

W tradycyjnych systemach zarządzania bazami danych obsługa zapytań polega na 
dostępie do danych zapisanych trwale w pamięci. Optymalizacja zapytań polega na znale-
zieniu optymalnego logicznego planu zapytania, a następnie dokonaniu wyboru najbardziej 
efektywnych algorytmów realizujących elementarne operacje. Wybór ten jest dokonywany 
z uwzględnieniem charakterystyki danych przechowywanych w bazie. Wynikiem wykona-
nia zapytania jest skończony zbiór elementów, np. krotek spełniających zadane warunki. 
W przypadku systemów strumieniowych to skomplikowane zadanie, jakim jest wybór 
optymalnej metody realizacji zapytania, staje się jeszcze trudniejsze. Dzieje się tak z kilku 
powodów. Po pierwsze, specyficzną cechą strumienia jest ulotność danych oraz ich ol-
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brzymia ilość. UniemoŜliwia to zapamiętanie całości strumienia. Dodatkowo dane napły-
wają w niekontrolowanej kolejności. Zmienia to charakter wyniku zapytania. Nie jest to 
juŜ skończony zbiór elementów. Zapytania są realizowane dla określonego przedziału cza-
sowego zwanego oknem (ang. window) i zwracane w miarę napływania nowych elemen-
tów do strumienia. Okna słuŜą do zawęŜenia nieskończonego strumienia do skończonego 
podzbioru elementów. Celem tego zabiegu jest umoŜliwienie systemowi wygenerowania 
przybliŜonego wyniku zapytania ciągłego.  

Okno jest pewnym ograniczeniem nałoŜonym na elementy strumienia, pozwalają-
cym zawęzić go do skończonego zbioru. Ze względu na sposób definiowania początku i 
końca okna wyróŜniamy róŜne ich grupy. 

Okna stałe (ang. fixed windows) są to okna, których granice zostały wyspecyfiko-
wane za pomocą stałych wartości. Okna ruchome (ang. sliding windows) odwołują się przy 
definicji granic do zmiennych, co pozwala na przemieszczanie się okna ponad strumie-
niem. Innym podziałem okien moŜe być rozróŜnienie zaleŜne od wykorzystywanych w 
definicji wartości. MoŜe to być ilość krotek – okna ilościowe (ang. count-based, tuple-

based) lub czas – okna czasowe (ang. time-based). 
W pracy został takŜe przedstawiony system TelegraphCQ, jego architektura oraz 

mechanizmy zaimplementowane w systemie do obsługi danych strumieniowych oraz zapy-
tań ciągłych. System TelegraphCQ jest akademicką implementacją systemu strumieniowe-
go bazującą na doświadczeniach pochodzących z implementacji znanego i powszechnie 
uŜywanego systemu zarządzania relacyjną bazą danych o nazwie PostgreSQL zaprojekto-
wanym przez zespół badawczy z Berkley University. PrzybliŜone zostały zagadnienia 
związane z nowymi językami zapytań, które powstały w związku z nowymi systemami. 
Prezentacja wybranych języków z grupy języków deklaratywnych oparta została o dostęp-
ne dokumentacje systemów STREAM oraz TelegraphCQ.  

W pracy wykorzystana została kwantytatywna metoda badawcza bazująca na me-
todzie pomiaru złoŜoności projektu. Do budowy modeli, stanowiących wejście metody, 
wykorzystano język UML. Elementami tego języka zastąpiono proponowaną przez 
Hofmeister [11] notację. Dzięki takiemu zabiegowi moŜliwe było wykorzystanie metod 
bazujących na UML, a pozwalających szacować złoŜoność systemu. Zrezygnowano nato-
miast z szacowania wydajności ze względu na bardzo wysoki poziom abstrakcji modeli. 
Wykorzystana do projektowania metoda składająca się z czterech widoków została ograni-
czona do dwóch, to znaczy modelu konceptualnego oraz modułowego. Pozwala to na 
uproszczenie modelu, a jednocześnie juŜ na tym poziomie widoczne stają się podstawowe 
róŜnice w budowie i złoŜoności systemów. 

Zaprezentowana w pracy metoda bazuje na transformacji modelu UML do skiero-
wanego waŜonego grafu zaleŜności, w którym węzły odpowiadają klasom, łuki natomiast 
są odpowiednikami relacji między klasami. Graf taki następnie przetransformowany moŜe 
zostać do macierzy, a następnie wykorzystując metody oparte o definicję entropii, obliczo-
na moŜe zostać złoŜoność analizowanego modelu. Analiza złoŜoności moŜe być narzę-
dziem do szacowania kosztów wytworzenia czy teŜ utrzymania systemu w przyszłości. 
Porównanie wyników takich analiz moŜe być narzędziem sugerującym wybór jednego z 
moŜliwych rozwiązań, nie moŜe jednak stanowić jedynego czynnika warunkującego taki 
wybór. 

Przedstawione w pracy wyniki badań są korzystne dla systemów strumieniowych. 
JednakŜe na wynik wpływ mogło mieć wiele czynników takich jak doświadczenie autora 
czy teŜ poczynione za początku prac załoŜenia dotyczące wydzielenia wspólnych funkcjo-
nalności do oddzielnych modułów. TakŜe narzucenie z góry interfejsów mogło wpłynąć na 
końcowy wynik. Sytuacja zaprezentowana w pracy przypomina sytuację projektowania 
staremu z tzw. komponentami zastanymi (ang. legacy component). Sytuacja taka uniemoŜ-
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liwia wprowadzenie zmian we wspominanych komponentach. ZałoŜenia te były jednak 
konieczne do wyeksponowania róŜnic między systemami.  

Dalsze prace, jakie mogłyby być prowadzone w dziedzinie strumieniowych baz da-
nych dotyczą tematów nie związanych bezpośrednio z modelem danych. Białymi plamami 
są tu szczególnie zagadnienia związane z odzyskiwaniem sprawności po awariach czy teŜ 
zapewnienie spójności danych, a więc zagadnienia dokładnie zbadane dla baz relacyjnych. 
Dlatego bazą dla tych badań mogłyby być doświadczenie z bazami relacyjnymi. 

Zastosowanie technologii strumieniowej w kontekście systemów telekomunikacyj-
nych wydaje się być dobrym pomysłem, podobnie zresztą jak np. w systemach medycz-
nych i innych przetwarzających dane o charakterze strumieniowym. Niestety stopień roz-
woju dzisiejszych systemów tej klasy nie pozwala na zastosowania produkcyjne. JednakŜe 
ze względu na coraz szersze zainteresowanie opisywaną technologią ze strony przemysłu 
wpłynąć powinno pozytywnie na jej rozwój. 

 


